The Fibromyalgia Treatment With Physical Exercise in Warm Water Reduces the Impact of the Disease on Female Patients´ Physical and Mental Health
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Introduction: Fibromyalgia (FM) patients present pain, muscle stiffness, reduced physical condition and fatigue that limit their daily life activities. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects of the addition of 12 weeks of physical exercise in warm water to usual medical care on the impact of FM on physical and mental health in female patients.

Patients, materials, and methods: Thirty-four physically untrained females with FM were randomly assigned into two groups: an experimental group (n=17), to perform 3 weekly sessions for 60 minutes of physical exercise in warm water; and control group (n=17), who did not receive the additional treatment. The impact of the FM on patients' physical and mental health was assessed using the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ).

Results: After 12 weeks of physical exercise, the experimental group showed improvements compared to the control group in physical function (35%; \( P = 0.016 \)), feel good (34%; \( P = 0.003 \)), job ability (14%; \( P = 0.046 \)), pain (26%; \( P = 0.030 \)), stiffness (33%; \( P = 0.038 \)), anxiety (36%; \( P = 0.044 \)), depression (26%; \( P = 0.046 \)), and FIQ total scores (27%; \( P = 0.004 \)).

Conclusions: The addition of the aquatic physical exercise programme to usual care was effective to decrease the impact of the disease on physical and mental health. However, the placebo effect could have contributed to this effectiveness.
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Introduction

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a chronic disease characterized by generalized pain, muscle stiffness, a reduced physical capacity and fatigue. These symptoms are limiting factors in the everyday life of patients and interfere with such basic acts as walking and some others that imply, for example, lifting and transporting objects or working with the arms and hands in elevated, mid-body or lowered positions. All of this contributes to a specially reduced quality of life in persons with FM. Both low impact physical exercise as well as warm-water baths has shown to be useful tools in the treatment of a great part of the symptoms of FM and improve the quality of life of patients. Most studies that show the effects of exercise in patients with FM relate to activities on the floor and only a few have examined the effect of mixed exercise programs, that is, with dry-floor exercises and in a warm-water pool. The most recent studies have investigated the effects of physical exercise and have been done entirely in warm-water pools, offering results that are especially positive on the general physical condition, neuromuscular function, pain and behavior of the patient. Nonetheless, the knowledge of the effects of physical exercise done exclusively in warm water and their impact over FM on the physical and mental health of the patients, beyond the symptoms, is very limited. In this sense, the purpose of the present study is to valuate the effects after 12 weeks of physical exercise in warm water and its impact on the physical and mental health of women affected with FM.

Patients, Material, and Methods

Using local communication media (written press and radio) and the regional FM association, a call was made to women from Extremadura affected by the illness to participate in the study. Once informed of the protocol and its possible risks and benefits, 59 persons gave their written consent to voluntarily participate in the investigation. The selection procedure consisted in 2 exams for each woman, one a personal medical history and the other a confirmation of the diagnosis by the physician responsible for the research group according to the criteria of the American College of Rheumatology.

At the moment of inclusion, all patients were receiving conventional and similar drug therapy, based on antidepressants, muscle relaxants, analgesics, and anti-inflammatory drugs. This treatment was stable and suffered no changes during the month that preceded the start of the study and during the whole program. Persons previously diagnosed with alterations or serious lesions of the vertebral column, inflammatory rheumatic disease, severe psychiatric illness, or other diseases that, at the time of the examination made a clear medical diagnosis of the illness difficult were excluded. We also excluded persons who, at the moment of the study, were receiving some sort of physical or psychological therapy. During this selection process, 25 persons were excluded for not filling the inclusion criteria. Finally, 34 women with FM, with ages that ranged between 35 and 73 years, were randomized into an experimental group (EG; n=17) or a control group (CG; n=17).

Impact of Fibromyalgia on Physical and Mental Health

To evaluate the impact that the symptoms of FM have on physical and mental health of patients the Spanish version of the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) was employed. The FIQ is a questionnaire that contains multiple physical, psychological, social and global wellbeing components. The FIQ evaluated the physical function, well-being, work days lost and working capacity. It also includes 6 visual analog scales (VAS) to evaluate pain, fatigue, morning fatigue, stiffness and depression. Apart from this, a total FIQ scale can be obtained when adding the normalized subscales. The FIQ consists of 10 items with scales that range from 0 (“the best possible state or no disease impact”) to 10 (“the worse possible state or very affected by the illness”). The impact of FM on the physical and mental health was evaluated at baseline and after 12 weeks of starting the research protocol.
Data Evaluation

Normality of data was examined initially using histograms and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, applying the Lilliefors significance. Changes in the measured variables were examined using variance analysis for repeated measurements, adjusted for age. The level of statistical significance was established at $P < .05$. Taking as a reference the study by Redondo et al., it was estimated that to achieve a statistical power of 80% in the detection of possible changes of the total FIQ variable, due to the intervention program, with a 5% error margin, a minimum of 17 persons in each group were needed. All of the analysis was done using the SPSS 13.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, United States).

Results

The exploratory analysis at baseline did not detect any statistically significant differences in the socio-demographic variables or in any of the subscales of the FIQ in both groups (Tables 1 and 2).

At 12 weeks into the program, significant statistical differences between the EG and the CG were noted in the total FIQ scale ($P = .004$) and in the physical function subscale ($P = .030$), work capacity ($P = .046$), pain ($P = .038$), stiffness ($P = .044$), and depression ($P = .046$) (Table 2).

Discussion

The results of this study showed that 12 weeks of warm-water exercise lead to improvement in different clinical manifestations of FM such as pain or muscle stiffness. In patients that made exercise the physical function, work capacity and general well-being were increased. The results from previous studies have shown that exercise in a warm-water pool can be more effective than exercise done on the floor for the improvement of symptoms associated to
illness.\textsuperscript{16} This notwithstanding, until today, no exclusively warm-water exercise study for patients with FM had compared their results using an inactive control group. The present clinical trial contributes relevant and new insight because it is the first to include an inactive control group with the aim of evaluating the effects of physical exercise on the impact of disease with relation to the patients that were doing their activities of daily living. We found that, after 12 weeks of warm-water exercise, patients with FM improved 26\% with respect to pain, 33\% in the case of muscle stiffness, 26\% with respect to anxiety, 265 in the case of depression, 35\% in physical function, 34\% regarding well-being and 14\% with regards to the capacity to work, measured using the FIQ subscales, reflected finally in a 27\% improvement in the total FIQ scale. Though the physiologic mechanisms implied in these improvements need to be investigated in a more profound manner, there is an ever growing field of evidence on the strengthening and relaxing of muscles and joints properties of warm-water exercise: pain relief, reduction in muscle stiffness, anxiety, depression, and a clear effect on everyday living.

On the other hand, though the level of fatigue in general and the morning fatigue showed a discrete reduction after the exercise program, these differences were not statistically different between both groups. In the same manner, no changes in the work-loss subscale were observed, suggesting that 12 weeks of exercise in the pool with a low intensity work load were enough to reduce the impact of the illness on the activities of daily living that require a minimum level of muscle strength, but at the same time were not enough to diminish in an ample way the degrees of general fatigue and allow an easier incorporation to the work force.

Physical treatments for patients with FM include until the present exercises in warm-water and can be divided in mixed (the experimental group exercises exclusively in warm-water, without any other educational or psychological intervention). Mixed studies that have developed one or two sessions per week (low weekly frequency) for a short period of time (6 weeks) have reported positive improvements on the total FIQ scale of 11\%,\textsuperscript{14} though they are inferior to the ones shown in our study. Nonetheless, mixed physical treatments with a weekly frequency of 3 or more sessions and a duration of 8 to 20 weeks showed similar improvements to the ones in the present study on the total FIQ \textit{(21\%-28\%)}\textsuperscript{12,19}

On the other hand, physical treatments done exclusively in a water environment with a low weekly frequency (one or 2 sessions) and a 3 month period or longer achieved improvement levels on the FIQ that were inferior to the ones reported here.\textsuperscript{16} Exclusive treatments in a water environment with a weekly frequency similar or larger than the present study and done for a mean period showed similar improvement to the ones in our study.\textsuperscript{8} Nonetheless, one must take into account that none of these exclusive studies had an inactive control group. All of this suggests that carrying out exercise in a warm-water pool (combined with other activities or exclusively) is a safe way to reduce the impact of FM on the physical and mental health of patients.

In spite of the numerous positive results of experimental physical treatments as adjuvant in drug therapy, currently there is no precise knowledge of the dose-response relationship for these procedures, especially those that have resulted more positive as are warm-water pool exercises, making more research into the matter necessary. Additionally, a cost-effectiveness comparative study between programs based exclusively on floor exercises, exclusively on warm-water exercises or both, with an aim to facilitate decision making in the distribution of institutional resources and purveying instances of physical therapy treatments for patients with FM, is badly needed. One possible limitation of this study was the lack of a placebo control group. In practice, it is common to lack such a control group when studying the effects of physical exercise, because it is difficult to design an exercise program that is apparently equivalent (2-3 weekly sessions) but is not effective or compliant. In any way, once we have shown the effectiveness of incorporating the planned program of the present study to the classic treatment, it would be advisable that future research compared the efficacy of these findings to other physical exercise programs to reduce the possible influence of placebo effect on group comparisons.

Though the sample size was calculated from the global FIQ calculated variance, and statistical improvements in such a variable were observed in 7 of 10 variables, the size of our sample could have made the finding of statistically significant effects more difficult in 2 of the 10 dimensions analyzed using the FIQ (fatigue and sleep quality), which showed larger variation than the global calculation with regard to the baseline, both in our study as in previous ones.\textsuperscript{12} Improvements larger than 10\% in these dimensions were seen but the power of the statistical test could not verify it making it impossible to us to rule out that the program is also effective for these variables.

On the other hand, one must take into account that the sample analyzed is representative of a group of patients that had an elevated impact at baseline (total FIQ=67) with respect to other studies (total FIQ=52-63).\textsuperscript{5,12} Therefore, though the present study provides new information on the applicability and strength of physical therapy in women importantly affected by symptoms of FM, generalization of these findings to less affected samples must be approached cautiously.

In conclusion, the addition of a warm-water exercise program to classical medical treatment reduced the impact of fibromyalgia on the physical and mental health of affected women, something that can be partially interpreted as a placebo effect.
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